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This book is dedicated to my father, Joseph Clifford McLeod, who taught me about determination and perseverance and not giving up when the going gets tough. May he be looking down upon me with pride.

I would also like this book to be an inspiration to my son Michael to show him that when you have a dream, you can accomplish anything, if you really believe in it.
INTRODUCTION

Thank you for your interest in Medi-Cross crossword puzzles. This book is intended as a tool for those whose interests are in the sciences of the human body and science in general. It will help to expand individual vocabulary with regards to medical terminology in a crossword puzzle format.

You will find some of the answers easy and some very difficult. There will also be repetition of some of the shorter words (this could not be helped) throughout various puzzles but I think you will find the puzzles interesting and educational.

My own experience in creating these puzzles has greatly expanded my vocabulary and helped me understand many long medical terms and how they were created.

Since the main purpose of this book is to learn, feel free to check the answers pages if you are stuck on a word and then carry on. This is the way I started doing crosswords years ago and I still do it today because I am always determined to finish a puzzle I have started. Have fun!
Across
1. ____ent; adept
5. Diaphysis
10. Minute opening of the skin
14. ____ toe; hallux varus
15. The SI unit of magnetic flux density
16. ____ itis; inflammation of the female gonad
17. Pertaining to the nose and lip
19. ____naceous; soapy
20. The passage of urine
21. Surprises suddenly
23. Joint fluid
25. To move swiftly on foot
26. ____algia; sciatica
29. ____phobia; fear of depths
33. Toward the medial forearm bone
37. ____umen; earwax
38. Inflammation of the sebaceous glands of the eyelids
39. Spleen
40. Prefix meaning 'upon' or 'above'
41. ____nestic; assisting the memory
42. ____derma; looseness and atrophy of the skin
44. Feeling sorrow
45. ____motivy; power of spontaneous movement
46. An enzyme released by the kidney
47. ____ born; born dead
49. Big, clumsy person
51. Angle between ends of eyelids
56. Absence of hair
59. A ridgelike structure
62. ____pexy; surgical fixation of ileum
63. Above the diaphragm
65. ____ine; an amino acid
66. One that gives
67. ____aphobia; fear of public places
68. Lacking in firmness
70. ____dynia; sinew pain

Down
1. ____ medullaris; lower end of the spinal cord
2. Female gonad producing an egg cell
3. ____cephalon; midbrain
4. ____plasia; abnormal differentiation of tissue
5. A stoppage or diminution of flow
6. ____iatrics; adolescent medicine
7. Condition (suffix)
8. Skull bone shape
9. Referring to the ankle
10. Occurring after birth, with reference to the newborn
11. Egg shaped
12. Forceful, unconsentual sexual intercourse
13. The sum of all instincts for self-preservation
18. Black and blue
22. Applies friction and pressure
24. A means of admittance
27. ____itis; inflammation of the liver
28. Pertaining to the iris
30. A shade or gradation of a color
31. To perceive by the ear
32. ____dysphoria; abnormal dislike of certain odors
33. Suffix meaning 'resembling'
34. Narrow elevation of a bone
35. ____cephalon; most recently evolved part of the brain
36. ____algic; relieving toothache
43. ____ism; coitus interruptus
45. Medial forearm artery
48. ____mal glands; tear sacs
50. Gives food to
52. To give medical aid to someone
53. Elbow joint type
54. The act of joining
55. ____iliac; posterior, pelvic joint
56. Inferences from the truth
57. ____path; traditional doctor
58. ____let; a layer of phospholipid
59. Macula
60. ____atrial node; pacemaker
64. ____algia; foot pain
Across
1. Dull, steady pain
5. Acetaminophen (abbrev.)
9. __onic; having equal tension
13. __itis; inflammation of a nipple
14. Basic units of living things
16. A small round structure
17. __locephalus; having a flattened head
18. A qualitative characteristic
19. Contralateral routing of signal (acronym)
20. Enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay (acronym)
22. Beginning to exist
24. __ectasis; collapsed lung
26. Opening at the end of the digestive system
27. Relating to motion
31. __enia; hypoglycemia
34. Canadian dental grp.
35. Beginning
37. __algia; pain of anus or rectum
39. __dynia; pain in the hip joint
41. __thesia; the sensation of muscle movements
43. __brachium; forearm
44. __genic; causing secretion
46. __itis; inflammation of adipose tissue
48. __ines; dogs
49. __form; pouch
51. Free from legal or moral wrong
53. Pertaining to the ear
55. Expiratory positive airway pressure (abbrev.)
56. Great bone of the heel
61. __pyesis; suppuration in bone
64. To follow commands
65. Metatarsus adductus
67. A measure of duration
68. 16 fluid ounces (U.S.)
69. __vore; meat-eater

Down
1. __roma; artery wall mass
2. __uria; presence of bile in blood
3. Muscular failure on one side of the body
4. __ysis; dissolution of elastic fibers
5. Activated clotting time (abbrev.)
6. __bucal; surrounding the cheek
7. __ine; an amino acid
8. A fold
9. Notch
10. Tender
11. __oid; tooth-shaped
12. A method of examination
15. Sharp momentary pain
16. Soft innermost layer of a tooth
17. A connection
18. Roman 1300
19. Lateral attachment of inguinal ligament (abbrev.)
20. __form; lens-shaped
21. __genesis; the formation of gas
22. Soft innermost layer of a tooth
23. The act of becoming pregnant
24. Occurring every eighth day
25. Puberty person
26. Bed covering for administering oxygen
27. A neoplastic oxyphil cell
28. Of sound mind
29. Prefix meaning 'eight'
30. __phobia; fear of certain places
31. __penia; hypoglycemia
32. Of sound mind
33. Of sound mind
34. Of sound mind
35. Of sound mind
36. Of sound mind
37. Of sound mind
38. Of sound mind
39. Of sound mind
40. Of sound mind
41. Of sound mind
42. Of sound mind
43. Of sound mind
44. Of sound mind
45. Of sound mind
46. Of sound mind
47. Of sound mind
48. Of sound mind
49. Of sound mind
50. Of sound mind
51. Of sound mind
52. Of sound mind
53. Of sound mind
54. Of sound mind
55. Of sound mind
56. Of sound mind
57. Of sound mind
58. Of sound mind
59. Of sound mind
60. Of sound mind
61. Of sound mind
62. Of sound mind
63. Of sound mind
64. Of sound mind
65. Of sound mind
66. Of sound mind
67. Of sound mind
68. Of sound mind
69. Of sound mind
70. Of sound mind
Across
1. ___fugal; avoiding light
5. Totally unresponsive brain state
9. Fear aroused by awareness of danger
14. Its atomic number is 26
15. ___tosis; cell suicide
16. Back of the neck
17. ___rate; soften by wetting
18. ___ment; Preparation rubbed into the skin
19. Elbow
20. Within the blood vessels
23. Dens
24. ___algia; ankle pain
25. ___ology; study of disease causes
28. Catalyst used to hasten a chemical reaction
33. ___itis; inflammation of the spine
37. ___uption; a breaking through
38. Alveoli
39. Congenital absence of the skull
41. Shield-shaped gland
43. Suffix meaning 'having an attraction for'
44. ___fever; pollinosis
45. ___genesis; origin and growth of a neoplasm
46. Relating to the liver and kidney
50. Mental telepathy (abbrev.)
51. Dream state (abbrev.)
52. ___gnosia; denial of a neurological deficit
57. Relating to the breakdown of fat
62. ___bifida; vertebral arch fusion failure
64. A tubular passage
65. A shade of a color
66. ___form; resembling a feather
67. ___atomic; denoting five atoms per molecule
68. A chill or fit of shivering
69. Gas with atomic number 18
70. ___form; xiphoid
71. ___algia; homesickness

Down
1. A boundary or end
2. ___schisis; cleft palate
3. Prefix meaning 'modified by heat'
4. Deficient in active properties
5. ___arium; braincase portion of the skull
6. Suffix referring to 'having a condition of'
7. A grotesquely abnormal being
8. Referring to the top or end
9. ___eptic; nervous system stimulant
10. ___tic; mentally ill person
11. Growth by addition of material
12. 17th letter of the Greek alphabet
13. Adult male
22. Suffix meaning 'little one'
26. Characterized by continuous contraction
27. ___malacia; softening of the iris
29. Roman one hundred and two
30. ___vat; a type of cloth bandage
31. Light beam
32. ___phobia; fear of heights
33. Line of union of symmetrical part halves
34. Pains
35. Disabling
36. ___zone; drinking water sterilizer
40. Devoid of anything extraneous
41. Brownish skin colour
42. ___locyte; vitreous cell
44. ___cephalon; cerebral hemorrhage
47. Prefix referring to the mouth
48. A formula
49. Experimental study place
53. ___encephalia; absence of the cerebellum
54. ___menorrhea; scanty menstruation
55. A bone cavity
56. Group of eight
58. ___cent; free from wrong
59. Ache
60. Electrical pain reduction (abbrev.)
61. ___culus; joint
62. A health resort
63. ___anum; 'through the anus'
### Across
1. A narrow passage
6. Illuminating device
10. Rate of movement
14. __icide; mite-destroying agent
15. Nitrogenous endproduct of protein metabolism
16. __aly; deviation from normal
17. Forces sexual intercourse
18. The food consumed at regular intervals
19. Minute opening of the skin
20. Sternum
22. __rhea; maintenance of water equilibrium
23. Spoken
24. Deviating by elongation in one dimension
26. __let; a layer of phospholipid
30. Toward the mouth
32. A group of plants living in water
33. Caused by ticks
35. Vision organs
37. Otalgia
39. Nerve located near the ischium
44. __chrome; coloring matter of the blood
46. An intense, painful feeling of fear
47. __nosis; inability to sense weight
51. ___ory; referring to hearing
53. A sound of distinct frequency
54. Prefix meaning 'farther from the midline'
56. __ capsule; capsule of the kidney
58. U.S. OB/GYN gp.
59. Nasalized speech
65. __ment; preparation rubbed into the skin
66. __algia; proctalgia
67. To discharge waste
68. __psoas; hip flexor
69. __osis; sunstroke
70. Condition of extreme distress
71. __ine; an amino acid
72. __itis; inflammation of the elbow joint
73. __enic; arising from a rib

### Down
1. Short for sugar or starch
2. __ology; study of mites and ticks
3. The back of the neck
4. A part of a surface
5. __trichic; having straight hair
6. Lower back region
7. Small spaces within a tissue
8. An average
9. Prefix meaning 'old'
10. __itis; inflammation of the optic disk
11. __nosis; denial of a neurological deficit
12. An encircling structure
13. To rise from
21. Lozenge
25. Prefix referring to a foundation
26. Fetal attitude
27. __ination; investigation
28. __itis; inflammation of the main artery
29. U.S. health branch
31. Prefix meaning 'painful' or 'difficult'
34. Thin serous discharge from a wound
36. __yte; burr cell
38. Swelling (suffix)
40. __ication; joint
41. __hanter; bony elevation
42. A charged particle
43. __master; testis-suspending muscle
45. The external ear
47. Inability to speak
48. Prefix referring to a rod-shaped bacteria
49. Lack of muscle tone
50. A limited portion of the body surface
52. Bony tissues of a tooth
55. __agnosis; serum diagnosis
57. Relating to the distal small intestinal section
60. Back of the foot
61. __enic; idiopathic
62. Lower limbs below the knees
63. __onic; having equal tension
64. __phia; a wasting away
Across
1. _____itis; inflammation of the liver
6. The side or flank
11. Insane
14. Surgical incision (suffix)
15. Deficient in active properties
16. _____form; wing-shaped
17. Iron deficiency
19. To fall behind
20. Skeleton parts
21. Pigmented projection of the breast
23. Condition of blood (suffix)
26. Prefix meaning 'eight'
28. Nostril
29. Breaking of a religious or moral law
30. _____comenia; occurrence of menstrual ulcers
32. _____ose; milk sugar
33. __erus; jaundice
34. Pertaining to an effort to avoid lustful feelings
38. Noisy inspiration occurring in deep sleep
40. Acid-forming
43. Muscle that draws a body part backward
45. ____tropic; influencing muscular contractility
46. ____omy; body structure study
48. Inner knee ligament (abbrev.)
49. ____s; toxic condition
50. Prefix referring to 'tears'
52. A sound of distinct frequency
55. ____itary; transmissible to offspring
56. ____phobia; fear of insects
58. To tantalize
60. Roman twelve
61. Act of giving birth
66. ____genous; originating in cheese
76. ____oma; artery wall mass
86. ____pathy; any skin disorder
69. ____otic; fluid surrounding the fetus
70. Prefix meaning 'red'
71. A defect in structure or function

Down
1. ____pice; palliative care and support place
2. ____ology; study of disease causes
3. ____algia; foot pain
4. Single-celled organism (variable)
5. ____genous; originating in cheese
6. ____tomy; removal of fatty tissue
7. ____nesia; sensory and motor paralysis
8. ____algia; tendon pain
9. ____ation; micturation
10. To dye
11. Dereliction from professional duty
12. Relating to mutism
13. Break down food in the body
15. ___matomania; impulse to dwell on certain words
16. ____opsia; visual perseverance
17. Suffix meaning 'condition'
18. ___urate; to urinate
19. The effects when two entities concur
20. _____itis; inflamed ear
21. ___sclerism; illness from the brown recluse spider
22. ___nuate; to diminish
23. The average
24. A passage or pathway
Across
1. Forceful, unconsentual sexual intercourse
5. ___ rate; inhale
9. Sharp or severe
14. Condition of blood (suffix)
15. ___ oid; lens-shaped
16. Characterized by continuous muscle contraction
17. Retaining urine or feces
19. ___ genesis; milk production
20. ___algia; tendon pain
21. Short for a shoulder muscle
22. A portion
23. Off center
25. Prefix referring to the contractile tissues
28. ___ phobia; fear of speaking
29. ___farin; common anticoagulant
30. Foot digits
31. Uncomfortable sensation that causes scratching
34. Prefix meaning 'one'
35. ___ tancy; an involuntary delay
38. Difference between the limits of a variable
39. Condition (suffix)
40. Mental telepathy (abbrev.)
41. Painful
43. ___ lectasis; collapsed lung
45. Force, energy, or power
46. Tensor fascia ___
50. ___ ology; study of injuries
52. Apparatus on which to rest the foot
54. A ganglion or circumscribed swelling
55. ___oid; scapular process
56. ___ ology; study of disease causes
57. Referring to the center of a structure
59. Dilated state of a vein
61. Prefix denoting five
62. White
63. ___ form; pea-shaped wrist bone
64. Strong feeling of hostility
65. Sperm
66. ___ dysphoria; dislike of certain odors

Down
1. Pertaining to the distal portion of the large intestine
2. Single-celled organism (variable)
3. Pertaining to the auricle
4. Consume
5. Absence of autonomic breathing
6. An outer covering
7. To breathe rapidly and shallowly
8. ___erus; jaundice
9. CI
10. To restrict or press together
11. Greasy or oily
12. Breast
13. Prefix meaning 'habitat'
18. Stupid person
22. Causes evacuation of feces
24. Roman thirteen
25. Skin disease of domestic animals
26. ___ tive; a demulcent remedy
27. Suffix meaning 'state of'
29. Alae
32. A type of cloth bandage
33. ___ osis; bad breath
35. Warmth
36. ___ogen; female sex hormone
37. Talking
39. ___ ology; study of mites and ticks
42. ___ crest; pelvic ridge
44. Moonlike wrist bone
47. Perforation
48. 'Extreme withdrawal' (mental disorder)
49. ___ plasty; plastic surgery of the vulva
51. Large, back chewing tooth
52. ___ facient; causing absorption
53. A group of three associated entities
55. ___ facient; substance that warms
57. U.S. psychiatrists' gp.
58. Prefix meaning 'strange' or 'foreign'
59. Any one of the many vessels of the body
60. ___didymus; single body conjoined twins
Across
1. Abdominal pain causing crying
6. A bodily tube
10. Ova
14. Fleshy lobe of the soft palate
15. ___tional; unreasonable
16. Residue remaining after percolation of a drug
18. Prefix meaning 'oil'
20. Pelvic ridge (2 words)
22. Lacrimal gland secretion
23. ___cum; prefix meaning 'around'
24. To fill to satisfaction
26. ___endix; extra organ piece
29. Gangrenous inflammation of the mouth
32. 17th letter of the Greek alphabet
33. Spleen
35. Bump on the skin caused by a blow
37. Anal injection of fluid
41. State of desensitization to antigens
44. Respond to a stimulus
45. ___phobia; fear of God
46. ___try; study of speech disorders
47. ___algia; referred pain
49. Superior aortic curve
51. ___anthropy; hatred of humans
52. Forearm vein
56. ___ology; regional anatomy
58. ___algia; proctalgia
59. Absence of one limb
65. A part of a surface
66. Inferences from the truth
67. ___esis; recollection
68. ___igious; communicable
69. Inflammation of (suffix)

70. Mispronounces the sibilants S and Z
71. Feminine suffix
72. ___tis; inflammation of the large intestine
73. Inter___ dorsales; hand muscles

Down
1. ___icide; agent that destroys mosquitoes
2. Egg-shaped
3. ___tropy; myocardial relaxation
4. Relating to the distal small intestinal section
5. ___osis; widely spread cancer
6. ___rhea; liquid feces
7. An impulse
8. ___-eye; esotropia
9. Dental calculus
10. Showing feelings
11. ___aponeurotica; epicranial aponeurosis
12. ___ toe; first digit of the foot
13. Numerical evaluation of achievement
21. Topmost part of a body structure
25. ___itis; inflammation of a nipple
26. Like a wing
27. Nore___prine; a neurotransmitter
28. Prefix signifying one quadrillion
29. ___itis; inflammation of an opening
31. First letter of the Greek alphabet
34. Wink
36. ___ology; study of mammals
38. Clinical assessment
39. ___aria; heat rash
40. Condition (suffix)
42. ___lectasis; collapsed lung
43. Prefix signifying one septillionth
48. Emotional brain system
50. ___cephalus; having a flattened head
52. Appliance used to support a body part
53. ___itis; inflamed ear
54. Odor
55. ___phobia; fear of sexual intercourse
57. Male copulatory organ
60. Protective cover on the dorsal distal phalanges
61. ___ form; resembling bone
62. ___itude; a sense of weariness
63. ___ tus; motor element of an instinct
64. ___ form; loop-shaped
Across
1. _____phobia; fear of small skin parasites
6. Producing (suffix)
11. _____iatrics; study of weight loss
14. Skin tumors
15. _____phobia; fear of public places
16. ___ology; study of the use of therapeutic needles
17. Coalescence of blood vessels
19. Lower limb between knee and ankle
20. _____ology; study of a cell's three-dimensional aspects
21. _____lysis; fat emulsion in the digestive process
23. ___asia; expansion or distention
25. Group of eight
28. Opening at the end of the digestive system
29. The average
31. Coloring matter of the blood
34. The act of joining
36. Resembling a scar
37. A residue or vestige
40. To perform a surgical procedure
44. Reproductive unit of some genera of fungi and protozoa
46. A measuring strip
47. Inflammation of the sphincter ani
52. _____meter; pressure indicating instrument
53. Winglike structures
54. To incise with a sharp object
56. _____metic; done for appearance
57. Pertaining to nerves
60. Complexion tint
62. Liver oil
63. Winking
68. Tumor (suffix)
69. Lacrimal fluid
70. _____loquy; sleep talking
71. _____iatry; study of speech disorders
72. Metatarsus adductus
73. A passage or pathway

Down
1. U.S. doctors gp.
2. Prefix meaning 'with'
3. Mild form of smallpox
4. Repose after exertion
5. _____malacia; rickets
6. Any germ cell
7. The self
8. _____ophobia; fear of disease
9. Rainbow-like eye part
10. Protective plaster shell
11. Prefix referring to the penis or clitoris
12. Vinegar
13. Wrinkled
14. _____itis; inflammation of the testis
15. Typanic membrane
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Across
1. ___encephaly; abnormally small brain
5. Sound repetition
9. The female breast
14. Winglike structures
15. Small bubbles on a liquid surface
16. Negatively charged ion
17. ___ular; sphincteral muscle shape
18. Structures of threadlike appearance
19. ___ilac; posterior, pelvic joint
20. Inflammation of spinal nerve roots
23. Retinal photoreceptor for dim light vision
24. Liquid product of inflammation
25. Colorless liquid found in urine
27. Attraction holding masses together
32. Shades or tints
33. ___oma; lipogranuloma
34. Unnaturally deep sleep
36. ___centesis; lumbar puncture
39. Prefix signifying one quadrillion
41. An indentation
43. Foot digits
44. Anal injection of fluid
46. Sharp momentary pain
48. Prefix meaning 'favoring'
49. A people
51. Inactive
53. To combine with
56. __ mia; decrease in red blood cells
57. Odorless gases found in the atmosphere
58. Writing one word when another is intended
64. A strict vegetarian
66. A component of a whole
67. ___ambulism; sleepwalking
68. ___ferous; Conveying urine
69. Rib ___

70. ___ent; closed
71. Ectopic part of an organ
72. Lacrimal gland secretion
73. Sodium chloride

Down
1. ___ocyte; large red blood cell
2. ___cus; hip flexor
3. ___itis; inflammation of the heart
4. A formula
5. Escape of fluid into tissues
6. A spiral
7. ___phagia; ingestion of excessive salts
8. Tumors (suffix)
9. Male massager
10. ___biosis; resuscitation
11. Instrument to see small objects
12. A stupid person
13. Positive electrode
21. Con___ion; brain injury
22. Most common aquarium fish disease
26. Nipple
27. Overcome
28. ___itis; inflammation of the elbow joint
29. Having different effects
30. ___thenar; dorsum of the hand
31. ___phobia; morbid dread of night
35. ___algia; nose pain
37. ___iated; protruded through an opening
38. ___onic; having equal tension
40. ___gam; cavity filler
42. ___itis; inflammation of artery intima
45. Deficiency of carbon dioxide in the blood
47. ___duct; seminal duct
50. 7th letter of the Greek alphabet
52. Suffix meaning 'seizure'
53. Pes ___; high arch
54. ___phobia; fear of religious objects
55. ___ation; belching
59. ___obic; without oxygen
60. Prefix signifying multiples of one billion
61. ___locephalus; having a flattened head
62. ___on; a bursting inward
63. ___omy; body structure study
65. ___ingus; sexual stimulation of the anus
Across
1. 1st letter of the Greek alphabet
6. ____ine; an amino acid
10. Prefix meaning 'half'
14. Nostril
15. ____phobia; fear of marriage
16. Clinical assessment
17. Serous exudation from the skin surface
19. To mispronounce the sibilants S and Z
20. ____algia; pain in the diaphragm
21. ____ation; gonad removal
22. Sensitiveness to pain
26. ____dynia; earache
28. Digitus pedis
29. Vitamin B3
30. Cauda
31. A unit of work
32. Examinations
33. Urination
35. ____insic; of internal origin
36. Male copulatory organ
37. A walking unit
40. Turned around an axis
42. Alveoli
43. Gone by
45. ____tional; unreasonable
46. ____ology; science of speech disorders
47. A cylindrical projection
48. ____tropics; brain enhancers
49. Freckle
50. Deficient in active properties
52. ____plasty; pupil procedure
54. Retinal photoreceptor for acute, color vision
55. Uncontrolled to excess
60. ____osis; direct nuclear division
61. Aural
62. ____malacia; softening of the iris
63. ____thin; emulsifying phospholipid
64. Repose after exertion
65. Severe abdominal pain causing crying

Down
1. ____mia; decrease in red blood cells
2. ____ation; bowel movement
3. Prefix meaning 'in front of' or 'favoring'
4. Not hers
5. The absence of germs
6. ____phobia; fear of public places
7. Treat with a light beam device
8. Protein part (2 words)
9. ____ophobia; fear of disease
10. ____phobia; fear of light flashes
11. Based on experience
12. ____rhagia; hemorrhage from a breast
13. ____nate; to fertilize
18. ____algia; nose pain
21. ____itis; inflammation of the large intestine
22. Prefix meaning 'against'
23. Spleen
24. Caused by the stomach
25. ____geny; absence of any bodily part
27. Female breasts (slang)
30. Ringworm
33. Mother cell
34. ____itis; inflammation of the scrotum
36. ____dynia; labor pains
38. ____ form; xiphoid
39. Landmark located below PSIS
41. A shade of a color
42. Referring to loss of speech
43. Referring to the top or end
44. The complete gene of an organism
46. ____ture; an opening
49. Vertical in position
51. ____ form; resembling a network
53. ____thenar; dorsum of the hand
55. ____mone; bodily secretion
56. Prefix referring to the mouth
57. ____osis; loss of the eyelashes
58. ____ogenesis; origin without evident cause
59. ____cyx; tailbone